Over my decades of playing traditional Irish
music on flutes and whistles, I've had the good
fortune to play with many wonderful musicians
in many interesting places. Along the way I've
learned hundreds of traditional tunes.
Occasionally a new musical phrase comes to
mind or falls out of my flute or whistle. Some of
these phrases eventually grow into full blown
tunes. This booklet present the original tunes
that I recorded on my CD, A Stroll In the Park.
Larry Mallette 2013

This booklet gives only the bare bones of each
tune, without ornamentation or variations, which
in traditional Irish music are up to the individual
performer. I would not be likely to play the tunes
today with the same set of ornaments and
variations I used the day we recorded them.
I wrote these tunes to be played. No royalty is
required for recording or reprinting them, but
please acknowledge the source.

I dedicate this booklet and the CD itself to the
memory of late Lloyd Gibson, a great personal
friend and fellow musician. Lloyd's enthusiastic
fiddle and guitar playing livened the Houston
session scene for many years. He was also an
energetic organizer who spearheaded establishing a
Houston branch of Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann
and ran an early Internet cooperative venture to
market the CDs of independent Irish and old time
musicians (bandstore.com, now off line). Late at
night on St. Patrick's day in 2004, Lloyd was
driving home after a brilliant session when a huge
dump truck heavily laden with dirt pulled out
directly into his path, with fatal results. He is
missed, and I think of him at every session I attend.

About the Tune Descriptions
I numbered the tunes according to track position on the CD. I have included the liner notes for both the original
and traditional tunes, but have omitted staff notation for the traditional tunes, which is readily available from the
Internet.
The description for each tune set indicates the flute I used in recording it. All tunes are drawn up in the key in
which they would normally be played on a standard D flute. If you wish to play along with the CD, use the same
fingerings on the appropriate flute or whistle [C, D, E-flat or F (at A=462)].

1. In Memory of Lloyd. The day I received the news of Lloyd's passing, I sat down to play, and this air is what
came out of my flute. D flute.

2. A Stroll in the Park. A few weeks after Lloyd's death, I began to hear a new tune develop as a march or slow
reel that I soon realized would go well after the lament for Lloyd. As the tune evolved over the next couple of
days, it seemed like a "walking" tune, and I began to think back about the many beautiful parks where I have
been for a stroll. D flute.

3. Dilligaf's Fancy. I wrote this jig in 1993 and gave it to a new band who were all dear friends. Their fiddle
player was talented enough to pull off a great performance with little rehearsal and would act like he didn't give a
"flip" about being under-rehearsed. I suggested that the band give itself the name Dilligaf (an acronym from
WWII) and then named the new jig for the band. I wrote Black Mountain while at the Swannanoa "Celtic" week
in North Carolina. Back then the closing student concert was held at a pub on nearby Black Mountain. D flute.

4. Stanley Steamer is dedicated to my sister and brother-in-law, who have always been keen on my musical
adventures. This polka presents lots of easy chances for variations. Fancy Footwork is a polka that lends itself to
back-beat "honks" on the wooden flute. D flute.

5. I was having trouble finding a name for this first reel. I thought, "Naming it should be as easy as.…pie…. As
easy as…. Falling Off a Log." Indeed the name fits the descending first phrase. Our main Houston Irish session
is hosted by McGonigel's Mucky Duck Pub (affectionately known as "The Duck"). I played the second reel at
session one night before I had a name for it. Of course someone asked its name. "Doesn't have a name yet, but
let's call it The Road To……. Um…… The Duck." F flute.

Cat-erpillar - loved pennywhistle

Session at Robin's Nest, Houston

6. I named Caterpillar for our late companion of many years, Caterpillar, who loved the pennywhistle. Robin's
Nest is the Bed & Breakfast in Houston where we held our tenth wedding anniversary party, complete with a
grand Irish session in the garden. A great day with great folks and great tunes! E-flat flute.
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7. Her Golden Hair Flowing Down Her Back (Junior Crehan). Notation available at <www.thesession.org> and
other Internet repositories. This great traditional tune is usually played as a hornpipe. We were rehearsing it one
day as part of a hornpipe set when the idea struck Matt that it would make a fine slow reel. He quickly launched
into the sort of accompaniment he does here. Brilliant! C flute.

8. I named Smile and Wave for a couple who used to run the "product cart" for the closing jam at the Bristol
Renaissance Festival. When prompted, "Smile" would put on his silly grin and point at "Wave" as she held up a
brace of CDs and gave a royal wave. Great folks! Our band recorded Brings a Smile in a set with a brilliant slip
jig by harpist Michael Rooney for our our debut CD (First Steps by The Jig Is Up!). Here I pair it with my other
"smile" tune, on a smaller flute at a faster tempo. E-flat flute.

9. I took my versions of Flowing Tide and The Fort of Kincora from Bulmer and Sharpley's Music From Ireland,
where The Fort of Kincora is called Sherlock's. Joe Burke's accordion version of The Fort on his early Tailor's
Choice album is still the definitive version. My Upside Down hornpipe takes its name from the second phrase,
which turns the shape of the first phrase upside down. D flute.

10. I chose the name Sands of Time for this single reel because a listener told me it sounded "old." Then Therese
says, "You can't call it that. That was the name of a soap opera!" "Too late," says I. I wrote the next tune on the
whistle and found it an ugly one to play on flute. I had almost decided to call it The Gargoyle when my friend
Matt Cranitch told me that Denis Murphy's fiddle bore a carved Gargoyle instead of the usual scroll at the top of
the instrument. Perfect! D flute.
••••••••••
11. Cloverleaf is dedicated to the Chicago folk duo of that name, with whom I sat in for quite a few gigs. Dawn
and Rob are great entertainers and taught me a lot. This tune is for them! Look Right is the reminder painted in
Dublin crosswalks about where to look before stepping out into traffic. The title of The Rolling Jig describes the
feel of its first two bars. D flute.

12. I wrote Julie's Waltz thinking about my wonderful daughter-in-law. D flute.
13. Porthole of the Kelp, by the late Clare fiddler Bobby Casey is usually played at traditional reel tempo. My
version is close to the one at <www.thesession.org>. While learning the tune I discovered it makes a beautiful
slow reel. It was named after a porthole with the word "Kelp" on the attached wood that washed up on a beach in
Ireland. It was found, cleaned up, and varnished by Bobby's cousin to hang on the wall of his house. The tune is
said to have come to Bobby while he was playing fiddle sitting beneath the artifact. C flute.

14. Cúil Aodha is a traditional jig named for the village in Co. Cork where we spent a delightful few days in
2011 while attending Hammy Hamilton's Flute Gathering in nearby Ballyvourney. The tune is also known as
"The Maid that Cut Off the Chicken's Lips." I named Katie Farrell's for my Irish-Italian grandmother, who loved
music, but unfortunately never knew the traditional music of her grandparents' native country. D flute.

15. Chloe's Wild Ride describes my granddaughter's ride in her doorway jumper swing
at age 3 (See the video on my Facebook pages). I stumbled upon the Kilcummin Slide
in the book of tunes collected from the late Johnny O'Leary. D flute.

16. Anach Cuan is an ancient traditional air to which the Irish poet Raftery set words in the late 1800s that
commemorates a tragic boating accident. F flute.

17. Kat's Delight is a four part double jig I dedicate to my granddaughter, Katherine. F flute.

18. The Bobbing Cork is the vision that came to mind when I listen back to this new tune. I found The Boys of
Ballycastle in Francis O'Neill's Waifs and Strays of Gaelic Melody (1922). It is sometimes played as a reel
(Leggett's Reel) and is a great tune for variations. I named Silvermines for the charming town near Nenagh, Co.
Tipperary where we stayed the weekend of the 2001 Paddy O'Brien Festival. D flute.
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19. The Foxhunters' Jig is usually played today as a four part tune, but this is the two part version that Michael
Coleman recorded in 1925, with an introduction I dreamed up that Kendall Rogers helped bring to life. The
Foxes is a tune I wrote while thinking of my sister and her family (The Foxes Four) in far away Arizona. D flute.

C-flute (Olwell)
D-flute (Rudall Rose Carte #6225)
E-flat flute (Dan Godfrey Sons)
F-flute (Hawkes & Son)

20. Ten Keys is the number the previous owners turned over to us at the closing on our "new" house (built in
1937). While in Riverstown, Co Sligo for the 1997 James Morrison Festival, I attended a mighty flute session
led by Seamus Tansey in one of the pubs. The Garda closed the place down just after midnight, so Seamus and
two other fluters continued the session for a few minutes standing on the street outside the pub. I recall
Rambling back to the B&B while listening to the great music drifting over the town. C flute.
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21. Grey Eagle is the large tavern on Black Mountain near Asheville where the closing student concert for the
Swannanoa Gathering's Celtic week was held, at which I introduced this tune. To round out the album we close
with a fast version of A Stroll in the Park, the opening reel. E-flat flute.

The End

